MINIATURE GOLF EQUIPMENT, ACCESSORIES & SUPPLIES

Tel: +44 (0)8456 860 360 (local rate)
Email: info@urbancrazy.com
Web: www.urbancrazy.com
UrbanCrazy is your One-Stop Shop for miniature golf...

In addition to building permanent and portable miniature golf courses, UrbanCrazy carries a vast range of top-grade miniature golf products, serving many courses across the UK and Europe. This range includes rubber-headed putters in all lengths, 24 different colours of balls, equipment that glows under an Ultraviolet or Black Light and many other accessories and supplies! Our products are hard-wearing and safe to use, suitable for both indoor and outdoor courses. We also supply an exclusive, non directional, UV-stable mini golf felt...
- Nitrile rubber moulded heads for safety
- Grips won’t stain hands or clothing
- Double-sided (for both left and right handers)
- Stainless-steel shaft

- Insurance-friendly
- Won’t crack or fade from sun exposure
- 6 different lengths and attractive colours
- Matching grip colours
- Range includes 24 vibrant colours
- ‘s’ = Standard, ‘f’ = Floating
- Designed to marry safety with performance
- Glossy Polyurethane finish with optic brightener for a perfect finish
- Low compression Polybutadiene core for improved playability
- Surlyn-coated to preserve colour and resist damage
The range of attractive and durable novelty balls will capture the imagination of your customers and guests, making their experience all the more memorable. Perfect for children of all ages!
UC310 - UC313
Plastic Putters are 19” long and double sided. Ideal for toddlers

UC350
Lightweight foam rainbow balls
UC430 18-hole Scorecards
A6 card, double-sided

UC440 9-hole Scorecards
A6 card, single sided

Scorecards come in packs of 1000. Available in: Black; Green; Purple; Red; Orange and Blue. Glows under a UV / Black Light

UC430 Custom, UC440 Custom
We can customise scorecards by adding your company logo and details

UC445, UC446, UC447 Pencils
Pencils are rounded or hex and sharpened. White, black and blue. 250 per box

UC450 Pencil / Scorecard Holder
Holds dozens of pencils and scorecards (not included)
UC420 Ball Display
Holds 144 balls (not included). Made from high-density Polyethylene with faux grass base.

UC410 Ball Dispenser
Dispenses up to 110 balls (not included). Can be free standing or wall mountable.
16 page booklet with hints and tips on improving your game. The author says: “Minigolf is a fun game for all the family, but it can also be played as a sport. Leisure or sport, this book shows you how to improve your game.”

Photos of minigolf and crazy golf courses from around the UK. The author says: “Rocketships & Windmills is a photographic document of all types of urban and coastal, private and public, brand new or the sadly overlooked and run down courses.”
Numbered flags are sold in sets of 1-9 or 10-18
Flags are tube-locked, Nylon and numbered
Flag Staffs are solid Fiberglass with an aluminium ferrule
Flag Staffs are sold individually
Suitable for use with UrbanCrazy’s cups
Short Flags

- Flags are 2ft high, of aluminium construction
- Sold in sets of 1-9 or 10-18
- Includes handle and ball lift plate
- Suitable for use with UrbanCrazy’s cups
UC535 Rubber Tee Mat
All-weather durable mat. Protects putting surface from scuffing. 11½” x 11½”

UC530 Tee Stencil
A flexible template to spray mark the tee area

UC511 Shallow Cup
Regulation diameter and resistant to chemicals

UC510 Drainage Cup
Regulation diameter and resistant to chemicals
Our “Smooth Putt” blends virgin Nylon and Polypropylene fibres to create the perfect colour combination. It is UV-stable, protecting against degradation and discolouration. This product is needle-punched, non-directional and has virtually no profile, offering exceptional playability. We also offer a fitting service.
Our “Crazy Putt” surfacing is resistant to dust mites, bacteria, mould, mildew and fungi. Manufactured from 100% Polypropylene, it retains its shape and appearance even under heavy usage. We also offer a fitting service.
UrbanCrazy’s exclusive concrete kerbing blocks are wet-cast, mixed and vibrated into Fibreglass moulds for a clean and smooth finish.

- Tougher than regular clay bricks, with bull-nosed edges to improve safety and prevent chipping.
- Available in a range of naturalistic colours. Or if you prefer, they may be painted in any colour.
- Designed to keep the ball in and dirt / debris out!
- 9 different shapes available. Lay the blocks end to end to create virtually any design layout and a seamless appearance.
- We offer an installation service on our kerbing blocks. Please contact us for advice.
- Designs are available for a small fee. Please contact us for details.
We supply a fabulous range of accessories and equipment for your UV / Black Light / Glow In The Dark course. All our lines in this range radiate under UV lights.

**UC960 / UC963 UV Toddlers Plastic Putters**
Plastic Putters are 19” long and double sided.

**UC910 UV Putters**
Putters have Urethane heads and steel shafts. The heads have a special UV coating that is activated by blacklight. We offer a variety of shaft lengths to accommodate all ages.
**UC920 - UC925 UV Balls**
Choice of 6 eye-catching Glow In The Dark colours

**UC935 UV Tee Mat**
Durable mat draws the eye to the starting point. 11½” x 11½”. Balls not included

**UC945 UV Assorted Pencils**
Pencils are rounded or hex and sharpened. 144 per box of assorted colours, which includes orange, green, yellow and pink

UV scorecards are also available. See page 7 for details.
UrbanCrazy’s range of products is amongst the biggest on the market. However, if you require something that is not in our brochure please let us know and we will try to source it. Items that are in stock are usually delivered within 7 working days.

For more information about our products or to place an order, call us today on +44(0)8456 860 360  (local rate) or email info@urbancrazy.com

Choose UrbanCrazy - for service with a style!